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Hi there!

Welcome to our little corner of the design world! 
Thank you so much for designing with Amethyst.

This guide includes some of our go-to tips and tricks 
for design placement, light bulbs, etc. 

Plus – it  contains stress-free maintenance 
information, so you can care for your new piece and 
love it for years to come. 

You’re a part of our Amethyst family now and we are 
so glad to have you!

// thanks & enjoy! //

-Monica, Andy, Rachel, Alexa, Chandlar & Sheri
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rugs living room

Remember – there is no one size fits all.  
Do what you love! 

For a cohesive design & intentional placement:

leave 12-18” of floor showing on all sides 

either put the front furniture legs on the rug or put 
the entire piece on the rug.

rug should extend 6” past the end of furniture
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Similar to bedroom rugs, dining room rugs are simple to 
place because they are coordinated with a key category of 
furniture: the dining room set! There are two main placement 
styles that we recommend for dining room rugs: 

● Put your table and chairs entirely on top of an area 
rug: A large dining room area rug will encompass your 
dining set fully. When considering how much bigger your 
rug should be than your dining table, don’t forget to 
include the chairs in your calculation, especially if they are 
decorative and protrude well past the edges of the table. 

● Set front legs of dining chairs on the rug: This is a 
quick way to create a fresh, modern feeling in a dining 
room. A mid-size dining room area rug that is at least 12 
inches wider on all sides than the dining table, but only 
extends far enough for you to place your front chair legs 
on, will emphasize the contrast between your dining table, 
the rug, and the room’s flooring.

 

rugs dining room

After centering the rug under your table:

put your table and chairs entirely on top the rug

set front legs of dining chairs on the rug - rug 
extends a minimum of 12” past the edge of table on 
all sides
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● Place your bed and nightstands completely on top of 
a large area rug: Simply leave an equal amount of rug 
(we suggest 12 inches or more) around the edges of your 
main furniture area. 

● Layer a bed centered to one wall atop an accent rug: 
For beds centered against one wall, center an accent rug 
under the bed and plan to leave at least 12 inches of rug 
perimeter on the three sides that are not against the wall.

○ If you have a nightstand or nightstands: Consider a 
rug that comes 2/3 of the way under your bed and 
stops just before your nightstand. This will make your 
nightstands stand out! (See photo to the right)

● Choose a small rug to fill empty space: Small rugs can 
make great color and texture additions to the empty floor 
space in a bedroom. Check out our vintage minis!

rugs bedroom

layer bed centered to one wall atop rug with rug 
ending before nightstands

place your bed and nightstands completely on top 
of rug

choose a small rug to fill open, empty space
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rugs pads options

Ultra Hold rug pad

our top recommendation!

can be reversed for a hard floor or on carpet

holds the rug securely in place - no slipping!

washable: hand wash in a mild detergent, rinse, and 
air dry

easy to trim to size with a regular pair of scissors

we recommend leaving anywhere from .25" to 1" of 
space away from the edge of the rug when 
trimming
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rugs pads options

Premium Hold rug pad

provides cushioning and insulation

needle-punched recycled fibers and textured 
rubber-backing

ensures non-slip and durable protection that works 
for both hard surfaces and carpeted areas.
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rugs pads options

Dual Grip Felted rug pad

loloi's highest quality rug pad

offers superior grip, a thick cushion, and insulation 
for any space
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General
Wool will look great for a long time just by vacuuming 
regularly. If spills occur, blot immediately. Do not use oxygen 
cleaners on your wool rug. Avoid direct sunlight to prevent 
fading. When vacuuming we recommend setting the beater 
bar to off position to keep the pile height and/or loops intact 
long term. For best results, periodic professional cleaning is 
recommended.

Everyday Wear and Care
At the microscopic level, wool fibers overlap like shingles on 
a roof. This keeps dirt and moisture on the surface, where it 
can be simply brushed clean. Wool also has a protective 
layer that prevents many stains from being absorbed. If you 
should run into a spill, here are some specific tips we 
recommend to help make sure it won’t become a stain.

rugs care instructions

General wool rugs 

vacuum regularly, set the beater bar to off position 

if spills occur, blot immediately

do not use oxygen cleaners

avoid direct sunlight to prevent fading

periodic professional cleaning is recommended
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Here are some specific tips:

Cocktails
dab lightly with a lint-free cloth, remove as much excess 
liquid as possible. Sponge the area sparingly with a mix of 
½ warm water and ½ rubbing alcohol.

Fruit Juice or Red Wine
immediately dab the stain with a 3:1 mixture of rubbing 
alcohol and water.

Black Coffee
mix equal parts alcohol and white vinegar and soak a 
lint-free cloth in the solution. Gently dab the stained area 
then apply pressure with an absorbent cloth to draw the 
coffee out.

Chocolate, White Coffee, Tea
dab gently around the edge of the stain with a cloth 
soaked in rubbing alcohol. Then follow instructions for 
black coffee.

rugs care instructions
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Butter, Grease or Sauces
lightly scrape the surface of the stain with a spoon or 
knife to remove any excess oil. Then soak a lint-free cloth 
in rubbing alcohol and gently dab the area.

Blood
remove excess blood immediately with a damp sponge, 
then gently dab the area using undiluted white vinegar 
followed by cold water.

Ink or Ballpoint Pen
dab gently with a lint-free cloth soaked in white spirit. 
Repeat the action with a cloth soaked in diluted white 
vinegar or rubbing alcohol.

Lipstick or Makeup
rub gently with a lint-free cloth soaked in turpentine or 
spot cleaning spray or fluid. Rinse with mild soapy water.

rugs care instructions
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Linens 

for approved Cisco slipcovered pieces, simply pull 
them off and toss in the washer - gentle cycle with 
cold water

for spot cleaning on a light linen - spray hydrogen 
peroxide and let sit for 15 minutes. If you don't see 
success, try again before attempting the blotting 
method

sofas care instructions
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Crypton

Most liquid spills will simply blot off the surface with a 
dry towel, but some issues will need your help. 
We suggest these simple spot-cleaning instructions:

wipe away excess mess using a clean, dry towel. Mix 
a simple soap-and-water solution. Mix 1 teaspoon of 
enzyme laundry detergent, such as Tide® or 
Cheer®, with 2 cups warm water. Apply and agitate 
with a soft-bristle brush. Blot with a clean towel. 
Rinse thoroughly and repeat if necessary.

sofas care instructions
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mount the center of piece at 60” (5’-0”) above floor

for art above furniture - leave 4”-6” from the bottom 
of the art to the top of the furniture piece

for gallery arrangements - mount the center of the 
complete arrangement at 60” above the floor

art placement
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Above Tables, Countertops & Other Surfaces

for a more traditional aesthetic, mount fixture 
30”-36” above surfaces when the table is a standard 
30”h

for a more modern or laid-back feel, hang your 
fixture 42” above the table surface

helpful tip!
As a visual aid, hang a balloon
from a string in the place you 
wish to hang your fixture. Step 
back and confirm that the 
fixture height will work for you!

lighting installation 

Above Tables, Countertops & Other Surfaces
When it comes to your dining table, it's all about your 
aesthetic and the level of formality you want for your 
dining room. Traditionally, more formal dining rooms 
have lower hanging light fixtures that are mounted at 
30”-36” above surfaces when the table is a standard 
30”h dining table. However, all rules are made to be 
broken and some people consider this too low for 
casual entertaining. For a more modern or laid-back 
feel, you might want to bring them up a bit and hang 
your fixture 42” above the table surface.

helpful tip!
As a visual aid, hang a balloon
from a string in the place you 
wish to hang your fixture. Take 
a step back and confirm that the 
fixture height will work for you!
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Above Islands 

the bottom of the shade should not hang lower 
than the tallest person in your household

hang fixture 30” - 36” above the counter surface

lighting installation 
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Above Open Floor Space

mount the bottom of the light fixture at least 7'-0” 
above floor

for taller than average family members, consider 
hanging it higher

for very high ceilings (18' high or more), try hanging 
the fixture 5' from the ceiling

lighting installation 
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Color Temperature

The color temperature of your light bulbs can impact the 
overall feel of your space and affect how other materials 
appear - like fabrics and wall paint. Here is a summary of 
common color temperatures of light bulbs and how they 
impact the vibe of your space. 
Here at Amethyst, we usually recommend 3000K. 

Tunable white LED light bulbs are able to achieve all of 
these temperatures and can be changed via bluetooth so 
you can set your desired ambiance at any given time.

Some commonly used color names:
2700K – Soft White, Warm White
3000K – Bright White, Soft White
4000K – Pure White, Cool White
5000K – Daylight, Cool White

Check out our Amazon shop for bulbs that we like to use!
https://www.amazon.com/shop/amethyst.home

lighting bulbs selection
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we’re here for you 
Please let us know if you have any questions, need product 
recommendations or even assistance on placement of pieces in 
your space - really anything design related!

We are here to help you!

// call us  // 
(844) 668-3868

// email us //
design@amethysthome.com

Monday - Friday 
10am-5pm cst


